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In this paper, the author describes several "simple production 

models" as formulated by Schaefer (1954), Fox (1970, 1974), and 

Pella and Tomlinson {1969). On the basis of fishery statistics on 

Baltic cod the, volume of the annual maximum sustained yield was 

estimated. This volumto varies from 145 to 160 thousand tons 

depending on the model applied. 

INTRODUCTION 

The magnitude of a cod stock I supporting fisheries of coastal countries depends both 
OE the species' biology and environmental "capacity" understood as an interaction of the 
space available, food, and shelter, When the stock reaches its maximum abundance 
capable of maintaining itself under given environmental conditions, its increase equals 
zero. A new individual can join the stock only if another one, a member of it so far, is 
eliminated. When the stock is reduced below its maximum abundance, possibilities of 
existence emerging for new individui!IS will make an impression of the stock striving to 
attain the maximum through an increas,c in reproduction and individual growth rate as 
well as a decline in the natural rnortality. This reasoning leads to a conclusio:1 that the 

1 
As a stock the author considers a group of fishes spawning within the same area and time, the group 

being: replenished by spawning and reduced as a result of mortality (not by e migration). Basic 

features such as growth rate, mortality and recruitment arc similar within the stock. 
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greatest absolute increase in the stock, further referred to as the "stock production", is 

characteristic of a certain stock magnitude lying between zero and the maximum 

abundance. 

There is always a threat that the fishery, equipped with modern techniques, will 

reduce the stock below an abundance able to ensure the maximum production. 

A biological extermination of a stock is not likely to occur in most commercial species, it 

is nevertheless possible that a stock can be driven to a stage equal in practice to its 

non-existence. Given some time without any human interference, the stock will recover 

to a state when fishing is profitable again. If, on the other hand, the stock is not allowed to 

reach a certain abundance, an increasing fishing effort will not result in a rising catch, on 

the contrary: the catch will fall. 

Thus the exploitation set at a level ensuring a permanent maximum yield has 

become the aim of man's activity since the time when he realised that catches of defined 

fish species were not only limited but also could be drastically reduced. In spite of the 

fact that the phenomenon of self-recovery is the feature of living marine resources, it has 

not been possible so far to control the process successfully. 

Conclusions on trends in quantitative changes taking place in a stock, which we are 

able to draw, result from speculations based on application of the natural facts to 

invented situations. While engaging ourselves in this sort of speculations, we do not know 

and/or are not able to comprehend all the factors and laws governing the stock in nature. 

We. then, create a model of a stock and, by introducing the facts observed in nature to 

this model, calculate changes occurring, their results being interpreted so as if the stock 

conformed in its responses to the laws ruling our model. Our aim is to answer the 

question what measures proposed for regulating man's impact on the stock can bring 

about the greatest gains obtained through making use of t.he productive capabilities of 

the stock. The process of defining and exercising these measures is commonly known 

as the rational management of living resources2
• 

A MODEL APPROACH TO CHANGES OCCURRING 

IN THE EXPLOITED FISH STOCK 

Model approaches to quantitative evaluation of changes taking place in any fish stock 

can be divided into two groups. One of them comprises models treating a population 

(stock) as an entity, no account of its structure being taken, while the models dealing 

with a stock as with a sum of individuals differing in a number of their biological features 

make up the other group. In this case, factors increasing and decreasing the stock are 

2 
In the present paper, the author's understanding of the rational management of living resources 

includes introduction of fishery-regulating measures that would ensure the potential maximum yield 

to be maintained over many years. An alternate point of view as to the object of fishery regulations 

concerns opti111i,ing the economic activity of fisheries exploiting a given stock rather than the 

biological resources protection directly. 
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expressed as exponents and as such permit a rate of instantaneous changes to be 
determined. 

The present paper is an attempt to assess the impact of fisheries upon the Baltic cod stock 
using some of known models of the first group. These models are traditionally assumed 
more "primitive" as they give lesser chance to predict stock's responses of fishery when 
compared to the models of the other group, called also the analytical ones. 

In the present author's opinion, the view as expressed above is justified only when the 
indices required by an analytical model can be realistically estimated. On the contrary, 
when the range of these indices is only speculated upon, the model is used as a mere 
mathematical exercise, in which case the results obtained are risky to be equalled to the 
really existing ones. This being the case, the "primitive'' models of stock production may 
yield more reliable results to be possibly used when deciding on measures limiting the 
influence of fisheries upon the stock. 

A general mathematical expression of a simple model of stock production assumes the 
increase of the stock in time, dP/dt, to result from a difference between the natural 
growth and exploitation rates (Schaefer, 1954, 1957; Fox, 1970) 

where: Pt is a population in time t 
h(ft) is fishing mortality caused by f

1 
fishing effort units 

(1) 

g(Pt) is growth (production) rate of the population, combining the effects 
of reproduction, individual growth, and natural mortality. 

Assuming a standardisation of nominal fishing effort such as gft = Ft where F
1 

is the 
instantaneous fishing mortality coefficient and q is constant ( coefficient of catchability ), 
and equalling the differential equation to the difference of functions when Lit is one year 
over which the population attains a mean value of P, we obtain 

t.P/ .1t = P g(P)....:. gfP (2) 

When formulating the fundamentals of his model of changes in the stock growth 
Schaefer (1954) assumed the stock growth rate g(P) to correspond to the logistic function 
of growth 

g(P) = k 1 (L - P) (3) 

where: k 1 is a constant coefficient of the population growth rate 
Lis the environmentally controlled maximum volume of the population. 

In case of the annual catch being equal to the stock size, the annual increase in the 
stock !:i.P/ .6.t = 0, to equation (2) takes on a form of 

(4) 

If we assume that the catch per unit effort (U) is proportional to the stock volume, the 
latter can be replaced by 0/q. As a result of transformations of the equation ( 4) we will 
obtain a linear equation relating the catch per unit effort to fishing effort under the 
equilibrium yield conditions 
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(5) 

where: a and b are constants representing transformed constants L, q, and k of the 
equation ( 4 ). 

The amount of equilibrium yield Ye is a product of the righthand side of the equation 
(5) and f

e
. To formulate a model in this way calls for the following simplifying

assumptions:
1. At the constant rate of exploitation, a population will achieve a state where, on the

average, it will not change in size or characteristic;
1 Regardless of peculiarities in the stock age distribution, the mortality rate resulting

from a unit fishing effort applied does not vary;
3. Regardless of efficiencies exhibited by various fishing gear, the total fishing effort may

be expressed in standard units.
If the catch and fishing effort statistics corresponding to several instances of

equilibrium in the stock exploited are available, the coefficients a and b are easy to 
determine. There is, however, a difficuty emerging from the fact that the statistics 
available cannot be related to the actual period of stock equilibrium. 

Schaefer (19 57) proposed a method for estimating the equation parameters, making it 
possible to use data corresponding to a transient rather than stable status of the stock, the 
following assumptions being additionally adopted: 
l. Changes in the stock bear an immediate effect on its growth. In other words, there is

no time lag between a change in the stock volume and a change in the recruitment,
growth rate, and natural mortality;

2. Alternations in the age structure of the stock have a negligible effect on its growth
rate ·· P tg(P 1).

The method merely substitutes the difference between two equations for the differential 
equation ( 1 ), the next step being to solve these equations through successive 
approximations. Series of data collected over many years are required here, the method 
being very laborious when only a simple calculator is used. 

Fox (1970) has postulated to adopt the Gompertz growth formula to express the 
self-regulated growth of the stock 

g(P) = k 1 (1n L - In P) (6) 

In consequence, parallel to the Schaefer model the following equation is obtained: 
-bf 

Ue = a e e (7) 

According to this approach a decrease in catch per unit of fishing effort is not in a direct 
proportion to an increase in fishing effort. The equilibrium yield curve is, on the contrary 
to the Schaefer model, asymmetric and, having reached its maximum, shows a slower· 
decline with fe increasing. Similar difficulties as in the Schaefer model are encountered
when the values of a and b are being estimated. 

Gulland (1969) states that data representing a transient state (and not that of the 
equilibrium) of the stock are possible to fit through measurements of the fishing effort 
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which would correspond to the catch per unit effort values observed in calendar years, 
should the equilibrium be attained. 

When we have in hand a series of data such obtained, we are able to determine 
parameters of the equilibrium equation on the basis of either the Schaefer or Fox model. 

Pella and Tomlinson (1969) introduced a more flexible form of the equation (l) in 

which g(Pt) was replaced by HPf-KPt; ; thus the equation is now 

dP/dt = HP�1-KPt-qflt (8) 
where: the constant m reflects interactions between individuals in the stock, and the 
constants H and K can be greater or less than Lero, depending on m. Integrating the 
differential equation (8) and eliminating the variable t (the stock is assumed to have a 
tendency to compensate for the loss of its biomass and attain the equilibrium over the 
sufficiently long time t) we obtain the equilibrium yield equation 

y = f( qf+K
) 

_1
e q K m-1 (9) 

To estimate the parameters of this equation requires the usage of a computer with an am· 
ple memory. The method recommended by the authors of the model involves searching, 
through successive approximations, of the values that would minimalise the discrepancy 
between the observed catches and those predicted by the equation the parameters of 
which are being looked for. 

The equation constans estimated in the above-mentioned way allow - similarly to the 
Schaefer and Fox models to determine certain quantities characteristic for the stock and 
being of a considerable importance when fishery regulations are considered namely: the 
maximum sustained yield and optimal fishing effort making it possible to maintain the 
stock at the level that will ensure the maximum sustained yield. 

If m equals 2, we are dealing with a specific case when the stock acts as predicted by 
the Schaefer modeL When m is less than 2 and tends to 1, the equilibrium yield after its 
peak shows a slower decline with the fishing effort increase (the Fox equation). 
Conversely, when m is considerably greater than 2, the curve representing the equilibrium 
yield falls very steeply having reached its maximum. 

The Pella and Tomlinson model is advantageous by its flexibility when treating a 
combination of factors affecting the stock response to a human influence. 

When constructing the models described above, the stock's susceptiblity to fishing 
effort was assumed to be stock size independent ( q = constant). Fox ( 1974) has proven 
that a situation is not impossible (and in fact observed in nature) when q alters with the 
stock size following the equation 

(10) 

When s differs from zero, the Pella and Tomlinson model equation describing the catch 
per unit effort/fishing effort relationship will, under the equilibrium conditions, adopt a 
complicated form of 
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b' = (m-1-s)/(s+l) 

I K 
C =--�-

(�) s+2 
r 

d' = -s/ (s+l) 

(11) 

Should s be less than zero (the effective catching ability of a unit fishing effort 
increases with the stock size decrease), the equilibrium yield curve would tend to zero 
having passed its maximum. Thus we are dealing with an additional critical point which is 
important to the fishery management. 

This point corresponds to such level of fishing effort reached that afterwards only a 
dramatic reduction of catch would prevent the stock from extinction. 

ESTIMATIONS OF BALTIC COD STOCK PRODUCTION 

Parameters of simple production models for Baltic cod were estimated basing on 
fishery statistics over 1961-1973 published by Elwertowski and Netzel (I 971 ), Table 1. 

Year 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

Baltic cod catches statistics (Baltic proper with the Arkona region), 

after E!,,;ertowski and Netzel (1975) 

Catch 
Catch per unit of fishing 

(t) 
effort (t day fished of 

a 25 m boat) (days fished) 

117 100 0.956 

121 685 1.135 

133 580 1.344 

106 549 1.056 

116 219 0.984 

139 472 1.214 

140 528 1.386 

168 695 1.466 

165 095 1.848 

162 294 1.962 

128 047 1.570 

153 755 1.896 

151 936 1.537 

Table l 

Total fishing 

effort 

(days) 

122 489 

107 21] 

99 389 

100 898 

118 109 

114 886 

101 391 

115 071 

89 337 

82 718 

81 558 

81 094 

98 852 
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The authors were the first to estimate the maximum sustained yield for the Baltic cod 

fishery and the optimalised fishing effort, 146 OOO tons and 80 OOO fishing days of a 

25 m boat, respectively, under the equilibrium yield conditions. The present author 

wishes to state here that in his opinion the effective fishing effort was actually greater 

towards the end of the period considered than that recorded in the statistics, which 

resulted from technical and organisational improvements accomplished in fisheries. 

Elwertowski and Netzel's paper does not state whether the authors consider changes in 

fishing power of a fishing effort standard unit over the period discussed. The equilibrium 

yield curve given by them is skew and, after reaching its peak, shows a slope not as steep 

as in its rising part (Fig. 1 ). 
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium yield curves for Baltic cod predicted by the Schaefer (1954) and 

Basing on the above-mentioned catch statistics, the equilibrium 

parameters are estimated from the model proposed by Schaefer (1954}. 

maximum sustained yield of 148 OOO tons can be produced during 89 OOl[l frslri11g(.l�,:y,�gffi 

a 25 m boat; the equilibrium yield curve is symmetric here (Fig. 

The parameters of an equation describing the fishing 

relationship after the Pella and Tomlinson model of stock 

Tomlinson, 1969) were fitted by the GENPROD 2 program 

on a rBM 360 Model 40 computer. To take advantage of 
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number of data to be fed into the computer memory, the data corresponding to the 
anticipated extremal values of m, q, P

rn
ax, and Umax· The method can give satisfactory 

results provided the q value is chosen appropriately. In other words, obtaining 
representative estimates of m, K, H depends heavily on a proper range of q "guessed". 
Although the estimation of this kind is merely a guessing game, a wide range assumed 
nonetheless increases the computer's worktime. 

The author wishes to draw the reader's attention to the fact of a limited application of 
the model resulting from the assumptions made when constructing the model. 

In order to determine an approximate of q, the following procedure was adopted: 
basing on mean values of cod fishing mortality coefficients (M = 0.2) given by Kosior 
(1975) and on standardised fishing effort, a mean value of q over 1961-1973 was 
estimated at 0.0000075, its range being 0.00000596 0.00000895. When calculating the 
equation parameters fitting the Pella and Tomlinson model, the range of 
0.00001--0.0000005 was assumed with m changing from 0.4 to 3.9. 

At the first glance, the equilibrium yield curve of the parameters as follows: m = 1.6, 
q = 0.00000999, K = -3.3066, H = --0.001855 seems to be the best fit as far as the 
empirical data are concerned. In this case, the maximum sustained yield of 148 OOO t can 

m 

(]) 3,6 
(?) 7, 6 

q K H 
0,302/,, /0-S -0, 4480 -0,1631, X JO- IS 
0,9999 • 10-5-3, 3066 -(),18 55 • 10-2

10 20 30 4 0 50 60 70 80 90 700 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 
fX I 03 fishing days 

Fig. 2. Equilibrium yield curves for Baltic cod predicted by the general stock production model 

(Pella and Tomlinson, 1969) 
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be effected by the expenditure of 124 OOO fishing days. The curve thus drawn (Fig. 2) is 

analogous in its slope to that resulting from the Fox model, the latter's maximum shifting 

to the right (towards a larger f). 

The author, however, having cosidered the possibility of the remaining parameters 

reflecting realistically the stock response to human activities, is inclined to question the 

value of the parameters as true characteristics of the Baltic cod stock dynamics. The 

catchability coefficient, being very high, would indicate an optimal population size 

(provided that the population complies to the assumptions of the model) to be l 20 OOO t, 

which is less than the maximum sutained yield. The fact of the curve passing, in its 

certain section, between the points corresponding to observed values of catch and fishing 

effort is by no means a convincing evidence of the model expressing a true behaviour of 

the stock. Of the remaining nine values of m, for which the computations were made, 

only the curve of m = 3.6 passes in its part between the points reflecting the empiric 

values. 

In this latter case, the maximum sustained yield is 171 OOO t corresponding to 106 OOO 

days fished. To reach this yield, the total size of the stock must be 529 OOO t, the 

inadequacy of the model still being evident when the curve is compared to the 

distribution of points representing the really-existing situation. 

170 m s 

,;,o o.o 
760 -·-· 2,0 -0,2
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10 20 30 1,0 50 60 70 80 90 JOO 710 120 130 'f/,0( f x 10-'dni)
Fishing effort (103 days) 

Fig. 3. Equilibrium yield curves for Baltic cod predicted by a model involving catchability 

coefficient variability (Fox, 1974) 
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Under such circumstances, the author decided to use a model taking into account the 
catchability coefficient q variability dependent on. the stock size (Fox, 1974). The 
parameters were calculated similarly to the procedure proposed by Pella and Tomlinson 
( 1969), that is through repeated calculations for a number of arbitrarily selected values of 
m and s; then the values were chosen that, in the author's opinion, would provide the best 
fit of the equilibrium yield curve to empirical data interpreted as representing the 
transient stage of the stock. Out of hundreds of parameters combinations two were 
chosen so as to reflect in the best way possible tl1e stock's response to human 
exploitational activities. It is author's opinion that the catchability of the Baltic cod 
is related to the stock size and the catchability coefficient probably increases (s < O) 
when the stock is at a low level. Consequently, having passed the maxim um catch 
( 160 OOO t) the exploitation proceeding with a growing intensity leads to a quick drop in 
yields; should the critical point (114 OOO fishing days) be passed, a catastrophic decrease 
is imminent unless the fishery is radically restricted (fig. 3). 

When we assume the catchability coefficients independent of the stock size (s = 0), 
the best fit of a cu�ve is observed for m = 4.0 (maximum sustained yield of 150 OOO t ); in 
such case the stock behaves according to the Pella and Tomlinson model assumptions. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The above-mentioned results of calculating the parameters characterising both the size 
and response of the Baltic cod stock to fisheries evidence a capability of the stock to 
ensure a stable catch ranging within 145 OOO -160 OOO t p.a. (Table 2). Assuming average 
environmental conditions governing the stock's survival and growth a catch such as 
indicated can be attained by expending 80 000-115 OOO fishing days. lf the upper limit 
of fishing effort is exceeded, no catch stability is possible; on the contrary: the catches 
may be lower. This threat is of a considerable probability when the decisive effect of 
abiotic environmental factors upon young cod survival is taken into account. 

Indices of the Baltic cod stock exploitation under equilibrium 

yield conditions 

Table 2 

Maximum Optimal Critical values for: 

Model 
sustained fishing 

yield effort fishing Catch 

(t) (days) effort (t) 
(days) 

Schaefer (1954) 14 7 OOO 89 OOO - -

hix (1970) 146 OOO 80 OOO - -

Pella and 

Tomlinson (1969) 148 OOO 124 OOO -

Fox (1974) 158 OOO 88 OOO 114 OOO 90 OOO 
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The available fishery statistics are not accurate enough to employ efficiently other 

mathematically - refined models. Thus the results obtained using general models of 

stock production in studies on the Baltic cod should be treated with due caution. 

AnY. assessment of a true fishing effort aimed at the Baltic cod stock over the recent 

30 years is not likely to be accurately performed. Therefore the array of models available 

needs broadening, so does the number of indices with which to correlate the fisheries 

intensity and a true productive ability of the stock. 
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-OCENA PRODUKTYWNOSCI STADA DORSZA BAt.TYCKIEGO 

Streszczenic 

W pracy scharakkryzowano podstawowe za-tozenia przyjE;te przy konstrukcji ogolnego modelu 
produktywnosci stada ryb. W oparciu o te zatoienia zaprezentowano najistotniejsze cechy czterech 
wybranych modeli sfonnutowanych przez Schaefem (1954), Foxa (I 970, 1974), Pelle i Tomlinmna 
(1969). 

Na podstawie statystyki pofowow za lata 1961-1973 oszacowano wartosci parainetr6w modcli 
zastosowanych przez autora do ilustracji zachowania siE; stada dorsza bahyckiego na zmiany 
intensywnosci potowow. 

Widkosc maksymalnego zrownowaionego po-towu waha si� w granicach 145--160 tysi�cy ton, w 
zaleinosci od przyjE;tego w rozwazaniach modelu. Znacznie wiE;ksz14 rozpiE;t_osc wykazuje wiclkosc 
optymalnego naktadu pracy potowowej (80 120 tysiE;cy standardowych dni potowowych). 
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Wyniki dotychczasowych badari nad dynamik<l populacji dorsza bal:tyckiego jak i te otrzymane w 

niniejszej pracy nasuwaj<\ wniosek, ze wskainiki eksploatacji stada okreslone na podstawie p rostego 

modclu produktywnosci stada nalezy traktowac z rezerwa'" Do powyzszego wniosku skl:aniaj<l autora 
nast1,puj:ice fakty: stosunkowo niewielka liczba !at dla ktorych istniejq zapisy po!owow jak i nakladu 
pracy pol'owowej, znana z badari innych autorow podatnosc stada na wp!yw abiotycznych czynnikow 

srodowiska, kt6re w warunkach BaHyku ulega.i<1 cz1,stym zmianom. 

E. )lparaHJllK 

OUEHKA TIPO,llYKTI/JBHOCTJ/i CTAjj,A EAJITVLlCKOm TPECKl!J 

Pe 3 hl M e

B pa6oTe npl1BO,Z(JllTCH xapaKT8plllCTJllKa OCHOBHb!X ITOJIOlK8HYill, rrpYIHHTb!X BO BHM

MaHYie rrpw COCTaBJI8HJllVi o6mell MO,Z(eJIJll npo,Z(yKTJllBHOCTJll CTa,Z(a pb!6, Ha OCHOBe 

8Tl1X ITOJIOJK8Hl'liil rrpe,Z(CTaBJieHbl HaH60Jiee cymecTBeHHbl8 xapaKTepJllCTJ/IKJll i:reTb!pex 

1'!36paHHb!X MO,Z(eJiell, COCTaBJI8HHb!X ii.IagiepoM ( 1954), OOECOM ( 1970, 1974), Ilen

Jie Jll TOMJilllHCOHOM (1969), 

Ha OCHOBe CTaTJllCTJllKJ/l yJIOBOB 3a 1961-1973 rr, orrpe,Z(eJieHbl B8JIJll1:J:JllHbl na-

paMeTpOB MO,Z(eJiell, I\C!lOJI:030BaHHb!X 8.BTOpOM ,l(JIH I\JIJI!OCTpa[_\!1!1 TIOJJe,Z(eHtJ:8CKOM 

peaKL\li!Jll CTa,11,a 6aJITI\MCKOll TpeCKJ/l Ha Jll3MBHBHlilff lilHTBHCli!BHOCTl1 JIOBa. 

Pa3Mepb! MaKCli!M8.J]bHOro paBHOM8pHoro J]OBa KOJIBQJI!(JTCH B rpaH1'lI.\aX OT 145 

,Z(O 160 TNC. T B  3aBlilCI\MOCTJll OT npl1MBH�HHOll npl1 STOM MO,Z(BJilll. 3HaQJllTBJ]bHO 

60JI:OWY1fi ,11,11ana30H l1MBBT pa3Mep OTITli!MaJU,HO!I! ITIJOMb!CJIOBOll 3aTpaTbl Tpy,Z(a (i:lC

-120 Tb!C. CTBH,Z(apTHb!X npOMb!CJIOBb!X 4HBA). 

Pesyn:oTaTbl rrpOBB,Z(BHHb!X ,11,0 Cl1X rrop li!CCJ]8,Z(OBaHl1iil Ha4 ,l(lilHaMJilKOll IIOTIYJIHL\lillil 

6aJITJ1llCKOll TpeCKVI lil pesym,TaTbl, ITOJiyqeHHb!B B XO,lle 3T1'IX 11CCJ18,2.(0BaHJIIM, rrpVI

Bil;i\JlT I': Bb!BO,Z(y O TOM, l!TO K ITOKa3aT8JIHM 3KCIJJiyaT81.\lill'I CTa,:ZJ,a, ITOJIYl!8HHbl1"! Ha 

:OCHOBe npOCTOll Il/i0,i.l8JI1'1 rrpo,Z(yKTI\BHOCTI\ CTil,1\3, CJI8,1\Y8T OTHOClilT:OCH OCTO}IO:l\HO, 

K T8KOMY Bb!BO,Z(y aBTOp nplllXO,)\HT Ha OCHOBB CJ18,Z(YlJLl(JllX c[JaKTOJJ: OTHOClilT8Jl:OHO 

H860JI:Oill08 KOJilil1:J:8CTBO JIBT, 13 T8l!8Hlil8 KOTOpb!X Yl!lilTb!BaJili!Cb pa3M8pb! npOMb!CJia 

11 npOMb!CJIOJJOl'i aaTpaTbl Tpy,11,a; lil3BBCTHaH ;;13 11CCJI8.:Z(OBaHl11/l .z,,pyri,x SBTOpOB no
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